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Abstract: For single material element, the same material element is comprised of Relatively
Non-Disturbed(RND) state and Relatively Complete Disturbed (RCD)state is considered. The ratio
of the two kinds of state changes with the loading level. The affection of the interaction between
RND state and RCD state to the apparent behavior of F 0 is considered in the analysis of
equilibrium equations. The key point of the method is that the response of RND state and RCD state
can be defined by the apparent behavior of same material element. But the theory of duality
disturbance can also be applied to the material element that is comprised of two(or more than two )
kind of materials.[3-5]
Introduction
Concepts duality disturbance state can not only apply to similar material elements, but also
extend to the material element that is comprised of two(or more than two ) materials. This has
important practical significance in engineering application. As long as we stipulate the apparent
response of these materials as the reference state, these materials’ responses can be described on the
base of the continuum theory(e.g. The elasticity and plasticity theory).And the behaviors of every
kind of material elements can perform as RND state and RCD state. As shown in Figure 1. The
stress-strain curve 1&2 in figure 1(a) is the scheme of two elastic material under reference state.
The apparent behavior σ 0 is also performance linear elasticity; as shown in figure 1(b),the
stress-strain curve 1 is the linear elasticity. Material under the reference state, and the stress-strain
curve 2 is the elastic-plastic material under reference state which Apparent behavior σ 0 performance
elastic-plastic.[5-10]

Fig.1
relatively non-disturbed state
The two material under reference state in Figure 1(a),1(b) did not related to the Fully adjustable
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state. The material 2 in figure 1(d) is involved the microcrack growth which leading the response of
softening with RND state and RCD state.Figure 1 (d) shows the two materials, Each materials
exhibit softening and involves RND state and RCD -state . [3-5]For the material element of
different material compositions, It is necessary to evaluate each kind of material of
the apparent behavior. Also on a combination of state of the apparent behavior assessed, Also to
evaluate the combination state apparent behavior σ 0 . The method of assessment is to dissimilar
materials as a reference state, And then export binary perturbation equation. Such as, consider first
figure 1（a）, mixed apparent stress Linear elastic material 1 and materials 2 mixed apparent
stress σ 0 from formula(1) expression
（1）
σ 0 = (1 − D )σ 10 + D σ 20
Formula (1) in D according to the material 1 and material 2 apparent stress is expression
σ 10 − σ 0
（2）
D= 0
σ 1 − σ 20
The quoted parameter D present a ratio means for the disturbance, but its definition is different
from the disturbance in the same material unit.according to formula（1）,Linear elastic material 1
and 2 of the mixture of apparent stress also is linear elastic.As shown in figure 1 (b) and figure 1
(a) ,the difference only lies in the material 2 for elastic-plastic materials,so the type (1) and type (2)
remains valid to the figure 1 (b).Next consider Figure 1 (d),each figure reference material states that
have shown micro crack and softening behavior and involves RCD state.The apparent behavior of
each material can be written as
σ 10 = (1 − D1 )σ 1n + D1σ 1c
（3）

σ 20 = (1 − D2 )σ 2n + D2σ 2c

（4）

Thus according to the formula ( 1 ), there are
σ 0 = (1 − D )[(1 − D1 )σ 1n + D1σ 1c ] + D [(1 − D2 )σ 2n + D2σ 2c ]

σ ij0

= (1 − D )[(1 −

D1 )σ 1nij

+

D1σ 1cij ] +

D [(1 −

D2 )σ 2nij

+

D2σ 2cij ]

（5）
（6）

The above results can be applied to the unit.
Equation of duality disturbance of porous materials

（a）
（b）
（c）
(a)Porous material and aggregate to contact
(b) the balance of contact force, fluid pressure and actual pressure
(c) The apparent stress, contact stress and fluid stress
Fig.2
Consider a fluid saturated porous materials (such as soil)，As shown in figure 2 (a), there are the
external force or full pressure F 0 on the material unit , which thansfer the force F f and
F s through the liquid area and solid aggregate contact area , as shown in figure 2 (b), and by the
force equilibrium condition
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F0 = Ff + Fs

（7）
The formula (7) on both sides divided by the nominal area A, and then cleaning it can get

Af
s =
s
A
0

f

As s
+
s
A

（8）

Here σ 0 , σ f ,and s s respectively for the apparent stress, flow stress and solid contact stress (as
shown in figure 2 (c)), and D means disturbance,
AS
（9）
D=
A
In the initial pressure, because of the contact area is too small to think about it,
so D ≈ 0 .deformation ,the contact between the particles tends to increase D ≈ 1 .Thus when the
D=1, s 0 = s s . when the 0<D<1,The full stress σ 0 shows the change that the sum of contact stress
Ds s and the fluid stress （1 − D）σ f .In the process of deformation and the water out of porous
material, the contact area As increases, the liquid area A f is reduced. Thus ,the stress Ds s that
contact particles bear is increased , and the stress （1 − D）σ f that liquid bear is reduced.[6-11]
Conclusion
It’s the above derivation process simply introduce the perturbation equation in the dissimilar
materials units ,which is in the analysis of duality disturbance，and simply introduces the duality
disturbance of saturated porous medium. In conclusion,in the theory of duality disturbance concept
of varieties of material combination, It is possible that material is given different characteristics to
simulate the behavior of the material unit (such as elastic, elastic-plastic, viscoelastic and
viscoplastic).
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